
La Gioiosa et Amorosa
LA GIOIOSA ASOLO PROSECCO 
SUPERIORE DOCG EXTRA DRY…
ORIGIN Veneto
CLASSIFICATION Vini DOCG
VINTAGE 2022
COLOR White
WINE TYPE Sparkling wine

TASTING NOTE
The Prosecco Superiore Extra Dry Asolo is a top class wine from the micro 
production zone of Asolo that has captured everything that makes Prosecco 
what it is, with extra layers of complexity and flavour. Made using their hallmark 
fresh style, the wine has perfect bubble structure, stunningly aromatic aromas 
and complex fresh fruit flavours. A wonderful Prosecco, made in a slightly soBer 
Extra Dry style.

PRODUCER
Lased in Treviso in the heart of Proseccocountry, Ia Gioiosa is one of ’talyqs 
leading Prosecco producers. Owned by the MorettiPolegatto family Ia Gioiosa 
represents the tradition of winemaking which has been passed through 
generations of the family. Ia Gioiosa has consistently won awards across the 
globe and its juality wines are enNoyed by many.

VINIFICATION
Whole grapes are put into the pneumatic press for soB
pressing and the resulting must, aBer a first racking, is put
into controlled temperature tanks where it remains until it is
used for the production of the sparkling wine.
SECORDAYF 1EYMERTAT’OR
The must with added yeast cultures selected by Ia Gioiosa
is then put into vessels where fermentation takes place at a
controlled temperature of 5-65°UC to enhance all the
harvest fragrances. %pon reaching the rejuired alcohol and
sugar content fermentation is stopped by refrigeration. ABer
a short settling period the sparkling wine is ready for
bottling.
RECOMMENDATION
Excellent as an aperitif. ’t goes well with fish marinated with delicate aromatic 
herbs and herb6based first courses.

ALCOHOL
55/ 

TOTAL ACIDITY
-.- g(l )Tartaric7

RESIDUAL SUGAR
53 g(l

PH
:.2

BLEND
500/ Glera )Prosecco7

HIGHLIGHTS

Vegan Vegetarian

CERTIFICATIONS

Vegan Vegetarian
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BOTTLE

EAN 900°90-95:05ff
SIZE 3-cl
WEIGHT 5ff30 g
WxH .-x2°.:2 cm

CASE

EAN 900°90-929059
BOTTLES °
WEIGHT 5ff0 g
LxWxH 2 .-x20x2 .- cm

PALLET

CASES 90 )5°x-7
 E%Y pallet )900x5200x5ffff7
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